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House & Land Packages
Choose from a selection of modern and stylish house and land packages in Melbourne’s northern and western most sought-after estates.


Discover more
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PD Assist
Have you been affected by the current situation with Porter Davis Homes? Find out how Granvue Homes may be able to help.


More Info
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Knockdown Rebuild
Thinking about rebuilding on your current home site? It can be hard to know where to start. Granvue has specialised staff to help you every step of the way.


Discover more
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The Complete Package Promotion
Don't miss out on your chance to take you dream home to the next level of luxury with the Complete Package promotion!


Discover More




Display Homes
The majority of our home designs are built and ready for you to view at a number of locations across Melbourne. Use this map to find a display home near you.


VUE Displays




VUE STUDIO
To VUE all our latest designs, finishes and colour schemes,
visit VUE Studio. It’s filled with on-trend but timeless ideas that will leave you feeling inspired.


Learn more


 
The Best New Home & House Builders In Melbourne, Victoria
At Granvue Homes, we have decades of experience as first-class residential home builders in Melbourne. We can help you to build your perfect home from the ground up using the very latest designs and highest quality materials, all according to your particular individual tastes and personalities. Our properties are built to stand the test of time and to be enjoyed (for generations) by generation after generation. We put our focus on the journey that you embark on as property owners, that is why we foster long term relationships with you to ensure that your every need is met, and your expectations are exceeded. Read More
Are You Looking For Prestige Home Builders For Your Next Property?
We consider a house to be so much more than an investment; it is an expression of who you are as well as the place where you create and share memories with the ones you love. We are privileged to help lay the foundations of the next important part of your family’s life and we take exceptional pride in the care and quality of work that we bring into your home. When looking for luxury home builders in Melbourne - a company that takes pride in its work and goes above and beyond for its clients is key! Granvue Homes is the company you need!
What You Can Expect from The Highest Rated Builders In Melbourne
Our team of boutique home builders in Melbourne are committed to quality on every project. We boast an array of superb single and double storey designs to suit your preference and lifestyle. We provide a personalised one on one service to each of our clients, keeping them up to date with progress on their building all throughout the development process. We operate a policy of transparency so that you don’t feel like decisions are being made o your behalf or in your absence. We believe that when you hire one of our custom home builders in Melbourne, that you should have the final say in all matters. You won't regret hiring Granvue Home as your new home builders - we hope your dream home will soon become a reality. 
New build homes are generally quite unique, we understand that some of our clients have unique accommodation requirements and our design team have designed flexible options that conform to your particular needs. We have long established relationships with the tradespeople and suppliers we engage and do business with. We only contract professionals whose work is tried and tested, and we never outsource labour offshore. This enables us to bring a guaranteed level of skill and craft to every project so that your designs are executed to the very highest standard.
Our Quality Of Service Makes Us The Best New Home Builders in Melbourne
We offer impeccable designs for all budget ranges. Our Essence Series of homes has proven to be a resounding favourite for first-time buyers and those starting their property investment portfolio. These stylish and affordable designs maximise natural light, a functional layout for families of all ages, excellent floor space and a streamlined modern aesthetic. The Premium Series caters to the aspirational buyer or second homeowner. This range of designs boasts an impressive array of personalised interiors and luxury inclusions. The Premium Series is ideal for entertaining guests while also offering the functionality of a family home with a focus on the kitchen area and grand open living spaces flooded with natural light.
If you currently live in an area that you love but feel that your family is quickly outgrowing your home, or your home is falling below the mark in terms of energy efficiency, then you may be considering buying a better home. This can be difficult however, as a competitive property market may make it financially impossible to find somewhere in a similar neighbourhood. Instead of selling your current house and taking a gamble on another house, we have an excellent solution - knockdown your home and rebuild it to your own tastes on your current land. This is becoming an increasingly popular choice for families in Melbourne, particularly in the city as it allows them to enjoy the best of both worlds. Using the services of our custom builders in Melbourne - you can essentially replace your outdated home with a property of the very highest quality without uprooting your family and incurring huge costs in stamp duty on a new home.
We are committed to keeping you in the loop about how your documentation is progressing so that you can enjoy peace of mind as you anticipate construction to get underway. Upon completion, all of our work is inspected by independent building surveyors to ensure that all aspects of your home are up to code. We also conduct detailed practical completion inspections with our clients to make certain they are satisfied with their property. We take each project seriously with full consideration to how you hope to aspire to enjoy your home for years to come. It is our dedication to your needs and commitment to quality that makes us premium home builders in Melbourne.
Make Your New Home A Reality
If you are considering a new home builder in Victoria, whether it’s your first home or your second, then it is important to do due diligence by researching the best building company for you. When it comes to house builders in Melbourne, you’ll find that Granvue Homes provide remarkable architecturally inspired homes through an array of designs coupled with competitive pricing. So, if your home property suffers a common household emergency, then you can access assistance day or night, for free. That way, you can rest assured that you are not on your own if the worst happens.
We recommend taking a virtual tour of one of our completed projects on our website to get a good understanding of our design aesthetic and dedicated craftsmanship or visit one of our display homes in Melbourne to get a immersive experience of our builds. We also have a host of photograph and video presentations for each of our builds. If you still need a little convincing, then you can read through some of the testimonials from our satisfied clients and get a feel for the sort of relationship we foster with each one. If you chose to work with us, you are choosing high quality, a stellar reputation and unbeatable value for money. We’d be more than happy to show you building designs based on what you’re looking for and even walk you through one of our display homes. So why not get in touch with our Melbourne home builders today and learn how we can make your ideal home a reality?
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